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in this article i will demonstrate a method to hack your facebook account.i assure you that this method will work in most cases. sure, if your facebook account is not protected by facebook's two-step verification, then it may not be a walk in the park, but this
method will work in most cases. first thing is first, we need to install a social hacking tool. this tool is called exploiteeme - social hacking tool. no, i am not promoting this tool here. it was just the only tool that was able to perform the task this one time. go to
their website and download the exploit_e tool to get this done. just download it, install it and run it. now, that is all there is to it. it will let you interact with facebook and it will be able to perform its task. so next step. you should add another one of your
facebook account to it so you have 2 accounts, one for you and another for the video. then, you are good to go. wait for the second account to be approved. once it is approved, then you will have 2 facebook accounts. now, you need to visit the website
http://www.spaces.com/. when you are on the website, you should put your mobile phone to the right of the livecamera, so that you can see yourself on the camera. make sure you can see the background correctly to know where you are. to do this, you
need to tap the top right hand corner of the phone to zoom in. and it continues listing the users credentials in a file named crdlist.dat and saves it as the file crdlist.txt. i think you only really need to enter the users fb email address and then press a button to
crack the fb password
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attached is a file named pwlist.txt, which lists all the fb passwords i successfully extracted from the target computer. (note: some of the accounts have a very obvious password, eg: abc@hotmail.com. however, all of the passwords are encrypted with the
same aes key which is in no way obvious). as expected, a large majority of those passwords were also user ids. thus, although the system apparently remembers my facebook username and associated password even after i have logged out, it does not
appear to remember them for a longer period of time. what is even more interesting is that you can see the username-password combination on facebook, but if you submit it, it returns an error page. if this is the case, it suggests that facebook does not

store usernames and passwords at all. those are the reasons that we are using this tool in this way. in my opinion, we are doing the right thing as it will help us gain useful information from our target systems. if you're afraid that you'd be doing the wrong
thing, you can always turn this tool on remotely and save us the trouble of extracting the password ourselves. first, i've created a new user account with the username 'a' and a normal password for the account. i have used the following key phrase, which

was automatically generated from the password list we created. (note: try to keep the key phrases similar to the target systems password to avoid detection): extracting the username list for the target system is not the only thing fpe does. after the
username list was extracted, fpe goes about cracking the fb passwords. it does this by simply iterating over each usernames with each key phrase. for example, when the key phrase was 'username@domain.com', fpe looks at each username to see if it

matches the key phrase. if it does, the password for the username is automatically extracted and stored in the target system's file 5ec8ef588b
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